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We develop1- 4 the following general physical conception of resonances: the peri-. 
odic motion. and. refraction of waves in the restricted region of space are responsible for. 
creation of resonances in any re~onating system·. This conception is considered here for 
quantum mechanical systems, whose wave nature plays a ·decisiv~ role in our approach. 
Within the R-matrix formalism we put ··at the • bounda:ry of this region a· condition of 
radiation of physical particles which cim be observed at large (asymptotic) distances 
and require proper· matching of the corresponding·" external" ·wave functions with' the 
"inner".part of the wave function of the considered syst~in. This"inner" pa:rfcan be con~. 
structed by. using any reasonable existing model and ~ust b~ pr~jected atthe boundary 
into physically observed states for matching with the "external" part . 

The new quantization condition for asymptotic momenta of decay products of a 
resonance was obtained in the framework of this conception. It results in the Balmer-like 
mass formula used in our study; its accuracy is surprisingly high and ~nusual for this 
branch of. physics. Follm~ing the outlined .conception we carried out the systematical in-. r 
vestigati~n of thegio~~ .struct~re of spectra: a:nd mass distributions of all known hadronic 
resonances s'ta;ting from light ~esons 'a~d 'ending with .botto~onium resonances. We. 
have used a simplified version of the strength function method in this study. . . 

Regular periodic structures in distributions of invariant masses of resonances are 
established. They have the period llm ~200 MeV in regions of the light unflavored¢ 
and T mesons and ll~ ~100 MeV for baryon resonances. Such regular behaviour of the 
invariant mass of ~esonances is due t6 an 'em~rgence of many-dimensional closed orbits 
where some states have ~egions of high amplitud~ as in the standard nuclear physics. 

We found also that the charmoriiumand bottomonium system~ might have "molec
ular type" states in three-mes;n (1--:) decay channels. 'They should play an essential rol~ 
in understanding of mass distributions of the ¢ and T mesons. The' main' charaCteristic' 
feature of these states' is that the relative momentum in any their bi~ary subsystems is 
very low: ~ 100 MeV /c. Therefore this is the typica:Ilow energy phenomenon: ··' ' · 

The asymptotic quantization condition cari be obtained by applying the R~i:natrix5 

formalism to particle reactions6. According to the~e papers;. one can as~ume that the • 
resonating system having several two-particle decay channels is free atrelativesepar'ation' 
r ~ r 0 in the center of mass; hence tlie following logarithmic· radial derivative of the 
internal wave functions can be introdu'ced: ·: ' 

(~du;n)., .· = J = ~-
Uin dr · R 

. r=ro-0 

(1) 

whi~h sho.uld be calculated in the framework ofsome microscopic,models.for example 
modern.quark models. · ·: c: • 

For simplicity let us consider only systems with one dominating open channeL As 
has been argued in the papers1- 4, the decay of hadronic resonances can be considered 
in a full analogy with open classical electrodynamic resonators7 and the mathemati
cal formalism given in this excellent monograph can be used. Therefore the boundary. 
conditions for the emitted· waves must be written as follows (the conditions of radiation): 
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. where hl1l(Pr) =. ~H1~l~(Pr) are t·h~ spherical Riccati-Hankel functions .. We as-. 

sumed that f = 0. for the well isolated resonances. Such surface waves localized at 
r = r~ have exponentially small absorption (for r < r 0 ) in full analogy with the waves in 
the "whispering gallery". This phenomenon is very, close to the phenomenon of the full 
refraction of the waves on the boundary. separating two media with different refraction 
properties. Rainbow effect~8 and open resonators .7 c:an be considered as other examples 
of such·kind. It means that nuclear and hadronic:resonances have the same physical 
origin: emergence of well-localized surface waves with wavelengths of order r 0 • 

The n~w quantization condition for. asymptotic momenta P of decay products of 
a resonance was obtai~edin the framework of thi's con~ep~ion (see for details re£.9 ): 

P~o = n +1 (3) 

here Pro '= n + 1/2 may be interpreted as a radialquantization and Pr:o = /may be 
considered as the wellcknown Bohr-Sommerfeld orbital quantization: It results in the 
Balmer-like mass formula used in our study: . . 

m,n(R) = Jm~ + P 2 -f-. Jm~ + p2 = mi+ t+ 1 )2 + 
· · ro 

n+l . : 
m~+(--)2 + ~mn (4) 

ro 

where ~~0 or l/2, R labels the re~onance, .\vhile the indices 1 and 2 refer to the ~on
stituents 1 and 2 observed in the 2-partiC!e decay of the resonance.R--:-' 1 +2 respectively. 

.. Formula (4) describes the gross structure of. the resonance spectrum with reason
able accuracy because· of the relation ~mn < r that is valid in all investigated cases of 
strong decays R -> 1 + 2. The leading term of the mass .formula describes only the "cen
ter of gravity" position of the corresponding multiplets and thus the gross structure of 
the hadron. and dibaryon resonances. The fine structure in each multiplet is determined 
by residual int~ractions and corresponding quantum numbers that are not contained in 
the approach1-:: 4. Therefore th.e.condition ~m;. <Tis to be considered as an empirical 
fact. Furthe'r we neglected the contribution of ~mn to mass a'f resonances. · 

. L~t ~s consider the qua'ntization of the hydwgeri - like system. The kinetic energy 
of the system in nonrelativis.tic limit can be obtained from (4): 

· . F r 
T = mn{R) -ml- m2 = 'Jmi + P 2 + Jm~ +P2 - mt- m2 = -- = --- (5) 

. 2mn 2m12r2 

where m12 is the reduced mass of system and l = Pr = m 12vr = nh is the adiabatic 
invariant. The electrostatic. force between the nuCleus and the electron binds the' hy
drogen -like system. Equating the magnitude of the Coulomb force to the centrifugal 
acceleration (the classical equation of motion)'we obtain . 

e2 :. . m12v2 . [2 .. n2h2 
F =.- = ffit2U = --- = --- = --.-. 

r 2 r mj2r3 m12r3 
(6)' 

The second and the last forms may be solv~d to determine the ~llowed v~lues for .r, 
yielding 

[2 n2h2 2 
r =, m12e2 = mne2 = n ao (7) 
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where a 0 is the Hohr radius by definition and is given by a 0 =·h2/m 12e2. 

The totalenergy of the system is the sinn of the kinetic and potential energy 

. 2 2 c2 c2 
n1 12 v . c _ __:.. __ ---. [.; = T+ l' = ~ --;:- 2r- 2n 2ao (8) 

1 J , f~ 

Thus one concludes that the mass for'mula' (·I) for resonances in the nonrelativistic limit 
is reduced to the Bohr resuli or to the Balmer formula~ . . 

It is easy to obtain useful ;elations using (3) and (6) for 1 = 0 

.\c . . t•, 
o = n- = n-. 

. .\o · c' 

r 
-.\ = n 

D . : 
(9) 

where .\c ar~d .\narc the lciJgt.hs ~f Compton and de TJroglie waves respectively. It means 
that the Compton and de Broglie waves play a fundamental role in Hie qt;antizati~ri of 
clectronic()rbit. .in' hydrogen'_ Jike atom. Sir~:h e]n~ntizat ion is possible only if the ratio of 
theCo;nptori ~aJeicngth to the; de Broglie wan· length (u/c) is commensurabl~ with the 
fine structu'rc c()n~tar;t a. The. ratio (9) can be interpreted as a definition. of a similitude 
param~t~r for hydrogei1·~ like atom where 1' is tlwBe>hr ra~lius while .\n = h / P = hfmv 
is t.h~ d~ llroglic wavelength. . .· .: . •. . ' ' ' ·. : 

. Th~ hypot.hcsis of automod~lity i.ntrodnced i;; e:lemeniary ,;article. physics in ref. 10 

mean; that sornc 'phy~ical ~>b'se~rvables arc im·ariant i;; n•sp(;ct of, t h(. t:ransformat iml, e;f 
the 'rrio;nerit.u;.n space P; _, ~ 1';. i~urther de\·elopn1mt. of .the principb of similit ;;de 
~nd autor~odelity were achieved in rd. 11 devoted to I he n;l<it i\·ist i;: t !Jeon· of d\"ll~lllica] 
syst~~.' Lht ~~ rewrite (1) : .. . . . .. . . • - ' 

yr'n,:u~f= V~i.+P~+ \frn~ + P~ = hcJ .\(I)c~ + .\]/.+ hc~.,h(2)(:2 .+ . .\J:t. (IO) 

Here .\of.\~, ~o/.\c arc '~imilit.ude parameters: 'I'he mag;1itudes of invariant mass~s of 
r~s~m1nces at the given value of the similitude paramders. remain iix~d fo~. different 
valu~;. of other J>arameters (at. r·0 f.\v ~ I). '!;his is t~he autm;Joc!elity of t he·s~cond iyp~: 
The. invariant masses of resona.nn·s arc changing as a homogeneous function . 

'!:·- ,' . \ <-' - ' ' 

m,.(h):-> ~m:,(/l),,· ,: (II) 

under scale transfortiiat.ioi1 !'...:.. U':m; -'-> ~m;. This is the fom;ul~tieitl of the prini·ii>le 
of'auto!nodclit.y for hadronic resonances decaying to two particlf.s with the equal masses. 

· Subtracting m'1· + m 2 in. ( 10) we obtain under'! he n)nd.itions m 1 ::>·I' at.Jd mi > I' 
(in nonrclativist.ic limit) that the "excitation eni~igy" [.;~ is ·· 

' ' ~ ~ ' ' 

8n(R) = 'Jr11L+ 1'2 + Jrii~ +I'~- m1 -: m2 .~. 1'
2 

'~'~( + /)7, 
:· · . . . · · · , · • b11 12 • 2m 12 ·1\t'' 

( 12) 

when~ mr2 = m 1m2/(;n1.+ rn2) is·.~ reduced ma~s. Th,is expression is' mmplde]y the 
same a.s the well known fo.rtnll]~ for. the rotatiorta] energy of.a diatomic mo]ecult• l:l in 
qu~iclassicai approa'ch.' lndee~l qua:nt.it.y m 12r·0 plays a role: .of a t~tonwnt, of inertia of ~ 
molecule while n + 1 (if 1 ~ 1/2) is a qua.~iclassical analog of total angular monwnt 11111 
of the molecule. . . · . 
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If m1 < P and.m2 < P then 

n+l' 
En(R) ~ 2P = 2--

ro 
(13) 

which is in full analogy with the formula of vibrational energy of nuclei within the 
. molecule. 

Thus the Lorenz-invariant mass formula ( 10) obtained from the resonance condi
tion using Heisenberg uncertainty relation cont.ains t\vo limiting cases: 1) the rotation~! 
spectra and 2) the vibrational spectra. It is well~known in nuclear physics that pure 
elementary states (say, rotational, vibrational etc.) are model concepts in nuclei and 
are ohly approximately realized for the ground ahd low-lying parts of spectra in nuclei 
having large spectroscopic factors (branching ratios, see for details, ref. 13). Such states 
played a decisive role in the development of modern nuclear physics. Similar situation 
could take place in particle physics. •' ' ' 
. We assumed as a working hypothesis that the resonances are th~result of inter
ph1y bet\veen the "effective size" (ro) iuidwavclength of the system (the automodelity 
ofthe second type by definition): We have dcmonstrated 1- 4 that this hypothesis does 
not c~ntradict with' the existing experimental data; it is usef~l for systematic analysis of 
hadronic resonances and for predictions of new resonances. We have establi~hcd the siin'
ilarity of spectra between different systems. As example we show on Fig.1 experimental 
spectra of the D, D~, n·· ,... and B, B*, B**,... syst~rris taken from talks M.Feindt, 
J.Bartlet and G.Sciolla given at lhtdron'95 Ccmference 14 . As the second example 'we 
show on Fig.2 experimental spectra (1- st~tes)' 15 of the p, w, ¢>, J N and y system~. As 
final example we show on· Fig.3 experimental spectra ( 1-, 2+ and 3- states) of different 
hadron resonances. ' · .. 

We can conclude that the decay of a resonance into two particles obeys to the 
similitude principle according to which the Compton and: de Broglie wavelengths have 
to be commensurable independently on a particular form of the interaction. , , 

The' appearance of the puzzling peaks in the pion~pion system (so called ABC 
particles) in reactions of type a+ b -> a'+ b' + ( 7r7r) were observed in different laboratories 
(see review paper16). According to this review, the existence of 4 resonance..:. like states 
for 7r7r system at 315, 455, 5.50 and 750 MeV are not excluded by experiments carried 
out so far. Such peaks were not observed in free pion - pion scattering. Note that th~ 
ABC particles were never predicted by theoretical ~odels except of our prediction 4 of 
a resonanc~ at 360 MeV (at least, we could not find:corresponding references) . 

. , There arc tremendous number of examples in the nuclear physics when two par
ticle~ dispiay resonances-like structure in presenc~ of a third particle (particles) but no 
such structure appears when the third particle is absent. For example the proton -pro
ton or proton - deuteron scattering at low energy does n~t display pecularities but in the 
company with a third particle (p +;., -. ~p) + 1r-, d + d-> (pp) + nn, H +6 He -> a+ t) 
resonance-:-like structures were observed 1 . Two-particle resonan~e -_:_ like str~cture does 
indeed depend on the physical properties. of the third particle, dynamical conditions of 
reactions and etc. It is riot surprising that experimental groups claimed the observa
tion of different two particle resonances for the same p'air of partiCles. (but in different 
environment) using different reactions. This is a result of the coherent enhaitcement of 
amplitudes for ·resonances in'differcnt binary chan.nels. The presence of athird particle 
change dramatically the resonance property of two particle subsystem. .. · ' · 
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As conclusion we would like to say that the Balmer-like mass formula (4) was 
applied for systematic analysis of gross structure of all known hadronic resonances. It 
means that equation ( 4) could be useful at least for prediction and estimation of the 
invariant masses of unknown resonances. We can say that the correspondence.principle 
between old classical and new quantum theories plays an outstanding role in the inter
pretation of the results and this'' correspondence". allows us to go even into fine details. 
_We have demonstrated that the dimension analysis, the principles of similitude and au
tomodelity, the methods of analogy can put some bridge between the different branches 
of physics. . . 

Therefore we can conclude that the classical and quantum mechanical principles 
are sufficient for explanation of gross properties of hadron resonances. That means 
that new. quantum numbers new particles or other exotics are not necessary .. 
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